User Guide - Read Me First
CUBEGUARD Anatomy 101
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Installation Instructions

Decide where you want to install your CUBEGUARD. (CubeGuard works in entryways up to 50” wide.)

Select the best attachment method for each side of the entryway. They may be different surfaces.
a) If the surface is flat and magnetic, use magnet installation. Go To Step 3.
b) If the surface has a slight curve or is non-magnetic, then use hook & loop tape installation. Go To Step 4.

 Using Hook & Loop Tape:

 Using Magnets:

a) Slide the Mount
Plates off the Message Cartridge and
Post Mount (if preinstalled.)

a) Slide Mount Plates into Post
Mount and Message Cartridge
(if not already pre-installed).
b) Ensure hook side layer of
hook & loop tape has been
removed from the back of the
Mount Plates to maximize
magnetic contact.

b) Measure the
height at which you
want CubeGuard
installed. This will
ensure both sides
are level after installation.

c) Directly attach Post Mount
and Message Cartridge on
both sides of your entryway at
the desired height.
d) Adjust if necessary to make the banner level.
You are done with your installation!
Note: If the magnets do not hold strongly enough, use hook & loop
tape installation instead. (See Step 4)

 a) Remove backing
from loop side piece
of hook & loop tape.
b) Position loop side
piece and press
down firmly to ensure
adhesion to mounting
surface.
c) Attach Mount Plate
with hook & loop
tape, making sure it
is positioned with the
arrows pointing up.
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c) Prepare the
mounting surfaces by
cleaning thoroughly
with the provided
alcohol swab.

 Measure the same
height on the opposite
side of your entryway
and repeat Steps 4
through 5 to attach the
second Mount Plate.
For best results, allow
Mount Plate adhesive
to cure at least 24
hours before inserting
Message Cartridge or
Post Mount.
You are done with your
installation!

Using Your CUBEGUARD
 Extending and Retracting Message Banner
a)

b)

a. To display your CUBEGUARD message, grab the Message Post and pull the banner across the cube opening
until the post is positioned just above the Post Mount.
b. Slide the post into the Post Mount to secure.
c. To retract your CUBEGUARD message banner, grab the banner close to the post and slide it out of the Post
Mount.
d. Gently guide the banner back into the cartridge.
CAUTION: To avoid snap-back, do not let go of the Message Post until there are fewer than three inches of
banner left to retract.

 Changing Message Cartridges
a)

b)

c)

a. Remove the current Message Cartridge by grabbing it by the sides and sliding the cartridge out of the Mount
Plate by pulling upwards.
b. Choose the Message Cartridge you want to display.
c. Align the back of the selected cartridge with the Mount Plate, and slide down into place.

Tips & Tricks


Have different types of surfaces on either side of your cube entry? Mix and match attachment methods by using
hook & loop tape on one side and magnets on the other.



For more permanent installation on walls or doorways, CUBEGUARD can be mounted using #6 flat head wood
screws (not included) using the holes marked “A” and “B” on the Mount Plates.



Buy additional messages or create your own at cubeguard.com!

WARNING: Do not attempt to disassemble the Message Cartridge beyond the Mount Plate. Message Cartridge contains tightly wound components
that may spring out when the housing is opened. Mounts may adhere firmly; use caution when removing.
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